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Evolution in the Cursors of the Pocket Duplex Slide Rules
1.- THE SLIDE RULES
The standard pocket duplex models from Faber Castell are 62/82, 62/83, 62/82N, 62/83N, 63/82 and 63/83:

62/82

62/83

62/82N

62/83N

63/82

63/83

The first of these models appeared by 1958 and lasted until the end of the slide rules, in 1975. Market
differentiation, specialisation or other aspects led the manufacturer to create these different models, or even to
change the scale layout from the initial models.

2.- THE CURSORS
During this period of time, the manufacturing technology evolved and, at the same time, a more competitive
market demanded an optimization in production costs. All cursors were mainly in plastic.

62/82-1

62/82-2

63/82

62/82N

62/83-1

62/83-2

63/83

62/83N

Although Faber Castell has some patents related with duplex slide rules and their cursors, as they also include
the desktop models, usually earlier than the pocket versions, they cannot be used as dating reference. For
dating, then, the manufacturing periods set by Peter Holland [1] will be used. Besides, the patents do not show
enough specific details to use them as reference in this document.
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3.- CURSOR ELEMENTS
The following chapters will make references to the different elements in a cursor. To make things easier, now
the names of said parts are listed and pointed in a picture of a generic cursor:

1. Faces (front and rear) or windows
2. Runners
3. Spring strap
4. Closure screw (and nut)
5. Cursor Lines (peripheral and central or main one)
6. Cursor Marks
7. Letters to identify the use of the marks (usage letters)
8. Sliding Rods

It is not the purpose of this document to establish a word dictionary for the slide rule cursor parts, as there may
be a lot of discussion about these. But the intention is to set a single name per each part so that to be used all
along the text, and here is set a reference list in case of doubt.
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4.- FIRST CURSOR: 1956 (62/82, 62/83)
The first cursors had the runners in white colour plastic and wore the “Castell” name in green.

The runner ends could be rounded (like in the picture) or squared, but, as it has not been possible to study in
detail a specimen of the second ones, we will assume both are equal in the rest of items. In the picture it is
also seen that the main hairline is not centred. The reason is because the aesthetic decision has been to have
the peripheral hairlines (in red) at equal distances from the cursor window edges.
Although the height of the cursor faces is due to cover all scales in the rule, no reason has been found for their
width, nor for the length of the runners. The more wide the faces are, the more need will be for the peripheral
lines. On the other hand, the distances between the cursor lines and marks are fixed to provide a series of
multiplying factors [2], so it can be assumed that, once all lines and marks inter-distances are defined, the
whole set is located on the cursor faces according some aesthetic criteria that varies for each model, but
without a clear relation with the cursor face width.

Perhaps a hint is that the cursor face must enable a clear reading of a value behind a peripheral line, but this is
a pretty ambiguous criteria, and, thus, only an aesthetic reason like some proportional factor, between cursor
height and width, might have been considered.
Regarding the runners, it is easy to conclude that the longer they are the better stability the cursor will have.
On the other hand, the runner ends must not protrude from the slide rule ends when the cursor is at said slide
rule end. In this manner, the length of the runners shall be between the cursor face width (minimum value),
and this same one increased by the width of the rule body fixation plates, (maximum value).
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4.1.- Main Elements
The two faces of the cursor are planar transparent plastic plates from acrylic resin named “plexigum” [4] (or
plexiglass), and obtained by mould injection. Both at the upper and lower part of the faces, when these overlap
on the runners, these have some openings that communicate altogether at their outer surface.

Also, at the upper and lower ends of each face, this increases in thickness, having an internal step (it can be
seen as an horizontal line). With this shape the cursor only touches the slide rule faces at their upper and
lower borders, and the cursor lines, although very near, do not touch the slide rule engraved surfaces when
the cursor is moved.
The runners consist of two halves, each one fixed to a cursor face. They are in white plastic and are
assembled to the faces through the openings in these. This shows that the runners would have been done by
pouring a fluid resin, or the like, over a mould, through the face openings, and at ambient temperature, so as
not to distort the plastic faces.

4.2.- Other Constructive Elements

Inner view of the runner halves with one cursor face
1. The spring strap is riveted to the upper runner thus ensuring its placement. The rivet head staying
hidden between the two cursor halves.
2. There the nut for the closing screw is also inserted (it has not been possible to find if during or after the
process to mould the halves of the runners).
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3. The elements to fasten the runner halves by hand (to enable cursor assembly), are big, to minimize
filling imperfections during said low-pressure moulding, (and maybe to be easily adjusted after that).
4. Metal rods are used to finish the cursor closure and minimize tolerances, but this may make the cursor
opening very difficult if there is too much interference with the other half: the respective rod holes in the
runners would need to be deformed. From the shapes of the rod holes, it may be imagined that the
initial assembly of those, to close the cursor and guarantee both faces alignment, must have been a
complicated process (something like inserting the rods in place by drilling first and then with some
heating).

4.3.- Lines, Marks and Text

Enlargement view of a peripheral line (red) and a mark (black) from one face
All lines and marks (painted in red or black) look engraved with a kind of awl. The procedure [4] would have
said dividing tool warmed up while marking to ensure clean and sharp lines. Then, the red colour would be
rubbed into the peripheral lines. Afterwards, the black colour would be rubbed into central line and marks. The
process would then be finished by wet polishing of the cursor inner face.

“Castell” text is thermally printed on the lower runner (melted plastic is easily seen in the “C” of the
enlargement picture). Again [4], green colour would be rubbed into the characters and the surface finished by
wet polishing.
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4.4.- Engraving Processes Details
In order to explain with more detail these processes and to be able to make some comparisons with the
processes used in the other cursor models, some drawings have been included:
To get the lines in the cursor:

To get the lines...

...a warm divider is used.

From a plain face we get sharp and clear marks.

Being warm, the tool is able to cut the material without making cracks or deforming the plastic face. However
this would be a difficult process if other than straight lines were to be obtained.
To get the text printed in the runner:

To mark the text...

...a hot die presses on the plastic. Plastic excess makes like a wave at the edges.

The die head is retired being still hot (it would be too slow to cool it down and heat it up each time). Thus
pressure and heat are precisely adjusted not to melt too much the plastic (it would adhere to the metal head)
but enough for the pressure to mark the text without damaging the runner.
4.5.- Lines and Marks Placement Hypothesis
The following steps might have been followed to place the lines and marks in the cursor (62/82):
1. Take aesthetic criteria of peripheral lines (red) at an equal distance from the nearer face border. First, the
layout is defined and its total width found, and thus left peripheral line is placed on the front face.
2. Placement of “d” mark for C/D scales complying with the kW – PS (or kW – HP) conversion factor to the
left peripheral line.
3. Placement of central line at a distance from “d” mark of point 2, to have the “d” conversion factor (π/4 to
the A/B scales). This line is then not centred with the cursor face.
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4. Setting of the right peripheral line to provide the “kW – PS” factor at A/B scales in respect to the central
line. This peripheral line position should also be according point 1, (except for face dimension tolerances).
5. Setting of the “q” mark (π/4 in A/B scales) in respect to the central line.
6. In the rear face the three lines are placed symmetrically to the respective three lines in the front face of
the cursor.
In later models of this cursor (62/82) there is a 7th step where the mark “36” is added to the rear face. Model
62/83 as being newer than this one would inherit the aesthetic decisions about main lines and then would add
the specific marks according to the scale layout.
To sum up, the suggestion is that the marks might have been done one by one. Then, as the central line does
not have an easy position, it could be easy to think then that the craftsman started from a peripheral line. Then,
beginning with the left peripheral line would be better for a right-handed operation, and from that line, it sounds
reasonable to get the rest of marks ensuring the respective factors-distances. But this is a guess, as the
working criteria might have been “black lines first”, or a pure “going from left to right”, or “all lines at the same
time”, depending on the capabilities of the manufacturing process.
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5.- SECOND CURSOR: 1967? (62/82, 62/83)
During the production of 62/82 and 62/83 models there is a great change in the cursor structure. The
estimated date for this change would be around 1967-68 (finding other models in this time period could refine
this gap). This second type cursor is totally transparent. The improvement in the mould injection technique
enables the cost optimization. But there are also changes applied to improve the cursor robustness.

Thus, there are only two plastic parts, each one having one face and two runner halves. This means a more
complex injection mould, but a much simpler manufacturing process. The width of the faces in this type gets to
the length of the runners. On the other hand, the aesthetic criteria of the peripheral lines at the same distance
to the face borders is kept, meaning that the main line is not at the face centre.

5.1.- Constructive Elements
The spring strap is a separate piece (see previous picture) with the ends shaped to fit the inclined openings in
the top runner (1). It gets locked in place when the cursor is assembled.

The assembling elements (2) are small, possibly to facilitate the piece release from a simple mould. The piece
precision comes as a result of the injection. The position of the upper ones from the lower ones is different to
avoid wrong assembly. The openings for said elements (3) are greater to enable some movement between
faces for the adjustment of the symmetry between respective face lines. Grooves have been added to help
cursor handling (4). Some cuts (5) complete the correct cursor assembly assurance.
Like in its predecessor, the internal surface of the faces is separated from the rule surface by means of thicker
upper and lower bands (6). The cursor only touches the rule surface at these bands.
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The star-shaped nut for the closure screw (7) is inserted after the piece injection (it can be seen the cylindrical
opening where this fixes), and its lower side protrudes from the plastic as a stopper.
There are also two metal rods (8), but this time these are to smooth the cursor sliding, minimizing the wearing
down of the runner. Cursor slides between the spring strap (top side) and these two rods (bottom side), with
much robust friction points. These rods have smooth surfaces, and so their fixation may have been a little
critical, as were inserted also after cursor injection.
The opening to disassemble the cursor (9) keeps the arc shape like in the previous type cursor, with the shape
surface not polished, as if done by hand.

5.2.- Mould Injection Process Summary
It has been indicated that both the nut and the metal rods were applied after the respective plastic piece was
injected. In fact these might have been inserted inside the respective mould half just before and being fixed in
place when de plastic solidified. Although this is a very common process today, it is not clear that it was so, or
that the technology requirements were available, (cost, repeatability...), by that time.
So, with this and the following chapter some details will be brought to support the statements done. The first
step, then, is to introduce the injection process. In summary, this process means to inject hot plastic (melted)
into a mould cavity, with enough pressure to fill it completely, and to let the plastic cool before opening the
mould (normally two parts pressed together).
This process starts having a mould open, including the cavity to fill and being at least of two halves (to be
closed). Also a cylindrical recipient ending in the injecting nozzle is filled with hot melt plastic:

Then the mould is closed, with high pressure, the nozzle is positioned over the mould opening, and plastic is
injected so that the whole cavity shape is filled with molten plastic. Pressure, temperature, time and mould
shape are designed to achieve this. The mould is kept closed, and the nozzle retires, letting the plastic cool (in
the mould there are some water pipes to facilitate cooling).
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Once the piece is solid the mould opens, but, normally as designed, de plastic piece stays attached to one of
the mould sides (due to plastic adherence, void done...).

In the end, the mould reaches a full opened position and some mould elements eject the piece out, normally
falling into a gathering basket.

The halves of the mould are shaped depending on the complexity of the piece. Also, moving parts of more
than two halves may be designed in order to get any of the very complex pieces that we currently know.
Until now the obtained piece is only of plastic. If a metal element (something that is not melt with the involved
temperatures) is to form part of this piece, the first option would be to drill the respective hole and to put it in
place, having to consider a means to fix it (interference, adhesive...).
However, if the piece would be inserted in the mould before the plastic was injected, the plastic would
completely surround it and directly fix it in place. With the appropriate metal shape the piece not only would
remain in place, but it would also withstand some applied forces (torsion...). The metal piece, (the insert), is
then placed in the mould by some automatic process (robot arm...) and secured in place, just before closing
the mould.
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5.3.- Details of inserted metallic pieces
For the following part of this study, we will take the advantage of the part being transparent. Thus, having the
injection process in mind, the metal pieces may be studied within the respective holes. It is easy to see that the
nut has a knurled body.

The piece is inserted in a cylindrical hole (1), where the nut ribs interfere (2) thus providing enough friction to
prevent rotation. But there is air space between the nut and the plastic wall (3), indicating that the piece was
assembled afterwards (otherwise these should be completely filled with plastic).

Then, if we look at the metal rods, there seems to be no space between both cylindrical shapes. But after a
closer look we will be able to differentiate the plastic wall (1) from the rod ends that are chamfered (2), and the
respective air gap between both (3). Again, we must conclude that the metal element was inserted after the
injection process.
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5.4.- Lines, Marks and Texts
Both the lines, the marks and the usage letters come from the plastic injection, that is, they are already
engraved in the injection mould. The red colour disappears.

Details of lines an letters
Although the picture quality is limited, it can be seen that there is no extra shadows nor shining areas
surrounding the lines and letters. This is indication of a smooth plastic surface, and that means that it has only
been melted once, during the plastic injection process.
Thus, after the piece came out from the mould, only black colour had to be rubbed into all of the lines and
letters, with final wet polishing of cursor inner face [4].

However, “Castell” text is again thermally printed on the lower runner, with white colour rubbed into characters
and final wet polishing of the runner surface [4]. The reason for this (of not having this text also coming from
the mould), may be in the need to have cursors without brand name, to be sold out of Faber Castell brand, for
spares, (or because the letter type being too complex to engrave it in the mould).
In this second cursor type, model 62/83, as it has a series of marks and usage letters different from model
62/82, will come from another mould, different from the one for 62/82, but with the same technological
improvements and aesthetic criteria already indicated.
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6.- THIRD CURSOR: 1970 (63/82, 63/83)
In the models 63/82 and 63/83 it is easy to guess a focus towards cost reduction, maybe in an effort to cover a
market with lower acquisitive level but with higher sales volumes. Thus, in this third cursor it can be
appreciated that the maximum cost optimization is achieved by simplifying the productive process, having the
second type, in models 62/82 and 62/83, as starting point.

The cursor studied in this case belongs to a 63/83, but it does not affect, as it appeared at the same time than
the model 63/82 and it only differs in the specific marks and letters of the respective scale layout. It is evident
the shrinking of the cursors faces in relation with the second type, as well as the elimination of the text
“Castell”.
This third cursor reminds of the design of the first type cursor, with the runners longer than the faces. However
now the central or main line in the cursor faces is centred with these, having then the peripheral lines at
asymmetrical distances from the respective face border. On the other hand, like in second type, the runners
are divided in two parts that come with the cursor faces, and all lines and text are in black colour.
(Note: there have not been models available with the conversion factor kW – HP to show how the respective
variation in the distances between lines and marks affect the cursor faces layout).

6.1.- Constructive Elements
As seen, one face and one half of each runner still form a single piece of injected transparent plastic. A first
cost reduction comes from the elimination of plastic from the faces, narrowing them from the second type
cursor.
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There are also small changes in the shapes (1) that may indicate small changes in the injection mould,
possibly to make it more robust to endure a larger production volume (faster or with a higher total number of
injected pieces before having to renew the mould).
The same assembly elements (2) and openings (3) for right cursor assembly are used, together with the spring
strap type (see initial picture) and the star-shaped nut (4), inserted afterwards, like in second cursor, but
maybe with the hole coming from the moulding.
The metal rods from the previous type disappear, getting integrated as another element more in the lower
runner (5).
The contact areas (6) between the internal surfaces of the cursor faces (lower and upper bands) and the
surfaces with the scales of the slide rule are minimized. This may be needed to use this band for numbers of
the rule scales (the width of the rule is reduced, thus minimizing the used material, now in the rule).
The shape of the hole to open the cursor is adapted to the mould capabilities and now looks rectangular from
outside (7).
In summary, there is a great cost reduction (in the piece and its processing) with this mechanical design of
these cursors, but loosing a little in robustness. In any case, of course, these models still keep a high quality
level for the average market.

6.2.- Lines, Marks and Texts
In this cursor type, all lines, marks and usage letters are marked by heat on the already injected piece. Then,
black colour is rubbed into all of them, followed with a final wet polishing of the cursor inner face [4].

In the picture it can be seen a shining halo surrounding the letters and lines, indicating a rising of the plastic
surface at the borders of these, typical of a thermal engraving.
Not having text nor lines during the injection process enables a faster piece release from the mould, (lower
tolerances in the results are acceptable), although thermal engraving process is added. This also enables to
have a single pair of plastic parts for both slide rule models, 63/82 and 63/83. In this way, by doubling the
production volume for a single mould, the production cost per piece is also reduced.
The thermal engraving process can take as many steps as figures are to be engraved, but this would enlarge
too much the manufacturing. The complexity of engraving some figures at the same time would be in having to
ensure proper parallelism between the cursor face and the printing hot plate, so that the engraving was
uniform in all the cursor face surface.
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In any case, it seems reasonable to reach a compromise where all basic lines would be done in a common
(and maybe unique) process for both slide rule models (63/82 and 63/83), reducing again manufacturing costs,
to finish, then, each cursor with the marks and usage letters specific to this, (and this would answer the
question open at the end of [2]).

Possible process for the manufacture of a cursor half
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7.- FOURTH CURSOR: 1972 (62/82N, 62/83N)
The fourth type combines the technological level of type two with the cost reductions of type three that do not
reduce the quality of the same. The fact of being high level models (with high price) does not mean that the
production process may not be optimized.

Again, the transparent plastic parts combine one face with two runner halves, and the faces have the width of
the runners. All the rule is bigger and so is the cursor. The aesthetic decision of having the main lines centred
with the faces is kept, and the other lines and marks layout is optimized [2].
Only black colour is used for lines and letters with a similar process like in previous types. "Castell" text in
white colour is also present.

7.1.- Constructive Elements
Besides of a general shape similar to the second cursor type, this type uses also the same assembling and
right positioning elements (1), together with the spring strap and the star-shaped nut (2) for the closure screw.
Also the metal rods (3) are used to improve the sliding.

From type 3 it copies the hole for the cursor disassembly (4), obtained directly from the injection and leaving a
rectangular opening.
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Also points of contact (5) between cursor (inner surfaces of cursor) and the rule (surfaces with the scales) are
minimized, in the upper and lower bands. Possibly, it is so to also use these zones with scale numbers (as
there is an increase of the number of scales).
The first different constructive detail is the closure of the window to hold the spring strap (6) so that it does not
fall off when the cursor is opened. The second is the elimination of the openings to ensure the right positioning
of the two cursor plastic parts during assembly. Maybe because the assembling elements are already shifted
(7) top from bottom, (like in the other types), and then, in the end, these openings are redundant; and maybe
this decision would have been supported with the capacities that might have been assumed to the final user
considered for these types of rules.

7.2.- Details of inserted metallic pieces
Continuing with the advantage of the part being transparent, and having the injection process in mind, again
we study the metal pieces in the respective holes. It is easy to see, then, that the nut is similar to previous
designs, having a knurled body.

As in previous types, the piece is inserted in a cylindrical hole (1), where the nut ribs interfere (2) thus
providing enough friction to prevent rotation. But there is air space between the nut and the plastic wall (3),
indicating that the piece was assembled afterwards (otherwise these should be completely filled with plastic).
In this picture we can see, too, rests of plastic ripped-off during said insertion process (4).

Then, if we look at the metal rods, again in a closer look we are able to differentiate the plastic wall (1) from the
rod ends that are chamfered (2), and the respective air gap between both (3). Again, we must conclude that
the metal element was inserted after the injection process. In the right picture (4) there is an indication of later
plastic melting. This may prove a small defect in the drilling process (plastic overheating), although we believe
the holes were done in the injection of the piece, or a small defect in the rod insertion, that would be preheated to facilitate said insertion and later fixation in place.
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7.3.- Lines, Marks and Texts
Both lines, marks and usage letters are thermally engraved over the injected pieces. Only black colour is used.

In the picture it can be seen that the excess of plastic resulting from pressing the engraving head to the cursor
face has been flattened (in contrast with what was seen in type three cursor). This could indicate an
improvement in the thermal engraving process, with a second step for cooling. Other option would the use of
ultrasound engraving, as this already has a cooling step before removing the printing head (that is not always
hot as in thermal engraving). The ultrasound technology was already enough standardized by the end of the
sixties, and so it would be feasible that it would have been incorporated to the manufacturing process of these
cursors in the year seventy two.

The text “Castell”, like in previous cases, is thermally printed after the injection, with white colour rubbed into
characters and finished by wet polishing of the runner surface [4]. The reasons for not having this text in the
mould might be similar to the ones in type 2.
The manufacturing process, then, would have had the same steps like in type three (inserting the rods when
the cursor nut), but adding, maybe at the end, the printing and colouring of the “Castell” text.

7.4.- Ultrasound Thermal Printing Basics
It has been stated that the lines, marks and text in black in the cursor probably would had been obtained by
ultrasound (US) printing. It is worth then, to explain a little bit this process to understand the clues leading to
this assessment.
The US process is based in a metal head that is made vibrate at a very high frequency (over 20 kHz). When
this head contacts another element, then, there is a strong friction and the subsequent heating.
In the case of a plastic piece, this is used for welding or printing, having the text, in our case, protruding from
said metal head. Three stages may be considered in this process. In stage one, the head descends over the
cursor face starting to vibrate, touches the plastic surface at the text protrusions, and melts said areas, thus
printing the text letters.
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At stage two, the head stops US vibrations and, then, the heated areas cool quickly (heat was in places very
small compared with the whole metal head). With all the head cool again, the plastic solidifies. The plastic that
had been removed from the letter holes, had been pressed by the head hot areas and now is also cooled, thus
keeping a flat top surface following the flat surface of the head.

In the third stage the head returns to the upper position leaving the solidified printed plastic with the
characteristic shape.

7.5.- Lines and Marks Design: Confusion in a Previous Article [2]

As has already been mentioned, [1], the design of type three is previous to type four and, thus, keeps the
design of lines and marks of the first and second types. In this way, for said type three nothing had been
thought about adding the factor for conversion to logarithms in base 2 between both peripheral lines, like is
included in models 62/82N and 62/83N (fourth type) [2]. This was not clear in the presentation “Exterior
hairlines in Faber Castell cursors” [2] and the derived articles, where it was wrongly thought that type three
design followed the one of type four.

7.6.- Open Points and study completion
The study done has been based on a limited number of specimens, and that means that
some details may have been missed, or that indicated dates should be shifted somehow.
Also, data from other issues related with cursors may be gathered to provide a more
complete view of Faber Castell technical evolution. Open points, then, might be:
• Complete this study (more specimens per type, screw standard…)
• Why there was no magnifying effect in these cursors?
• Cursor assembly process in the manufacturing plant? (screws insertion…)
• Cursor dimensions ratios? Why?
• Desktop duplex slide rule cursors?
For example, after this article was completed, two new specimens of 62/83, from years 67
and 68, were studied, (see photo), showing sliding rods like in cursor type 2, indicating a smoother transition.
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